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I. INTRODUCTION 

Current antitrust analysis o f  rules governing access to joint ventures 
is both confused and conu'oversial. Confusion arises over the theoretical 
and factual circumstances in which a denial o f  access injures competi- 
tion. This confusion leads to controversy over choice o f  the proper 
antitrust standards to govern restrictions on access - -  exclusionary 
access. This controversy is not new, and neither scholarly commentary 
nor  judicial analysis have eliminated it.' Within ten years after the 
Supreme Court moved to clarify the rule o f  per se illegality in Northwest 
Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing Co., 2 courts 
and commentators began proposing new standards o f  per se legality to 
replace the rules set down in that case )  Indeed, in his recent paper, 
Phillip Areeda treats the essential facilities doctrine, which courts 

1. For example, in The Antitrust Paradox, Robert Bork heaps intense criticism on 
Associated Press, the classic joint venture access case, questioning the failure to carry out 
"the factual investigation required by the issues pleaded." ROBERT H. BORr., "II-m 
ANTrrRUSTPARADOX: A POLICY ATWARWITHITSELF 339-42 (discussing Associated Press 
v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945)). 

2. 472 U.S. 284 (1985). 
3. See. e.g., SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc., 36 F.3d 958 (10th Cir. 1994); 

Thomas M. Jorde & David J. Teece, Ru/e of Reason Analysis of Horizontal Arrangements: 
Agreements Designed to Advance Innovation and Commercialize Technology, 61 
ASlTrRUST LJ. 579 (1993); Donald I. Baker, Compulsory Access to Network Joint 
Ventures Under the Sherman Act" Rules or Roulette?, 1993 UTAH L. REV. 999 0993). 
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sometimes use to compel access, as mere epithet rather than as a 
carefully formulated legal standard. 4 

Anumber of recent articles concerning joint venture formation and 
ancillary restraints have discussed the confusion in current legal analysis 
of joint ventures. 5 In this paper, we attempt to eliminate this confusion 
by taking a strictly economic approach to the design of access rules and 
the legal standards governing those rules. We formulate an economic 
framework for analyzing joint venture access rules and use it to design 
and evaluate legal standards that will serve the economic interests of 
consumers and competition. 

Joint venture access rules cover two main issues: (1) who can have 
access to the joint venture, and (2) at what price. Disputes over access 
rules often arise in situations where joint ventures facilitate vertical 
integration by their members. Such ventures provide products or 
services to their members that the members use in providing products or 
services of their own. That is, ventures provide inputs that their 
members use in independently producing outputs that the members then 
sell in the market, often in competition with other members of the 
ventures. In this situation, joint ventures may wish to restrict the access 
of firms that compete with their members in the output market. 

When joint ventures provide inputs to members who then compete 
in the same output market, exclusionary access rules raise issues similar 
to those involved in the analysis of  vertical integration or restricted 
distribution. On one hand, exclusionary access rules may increase 
economic efficiency by improving coordination (thereby reducing the 
input costs of members), and deterring free riding (thereby maintaining 
investment incentives). Exclusionary access rules may also protect 
competition by preventing a venture from becoming too large. On the 
other hand, exclusionary access rules may raise competitive concerns. 
Such rules may harm consumers by disadvantaging rivals so much that 
competition in the input or output markets is adversely affected. They 
also may harm competition by facilitating pricing coordination. 

Since exclusionary access rules may have both positive and negative 
effects, evaluation of  the net competitive impact involves balancing 
competitive concerns against efficiency and other competitive benefits. 
While most joint ventures raise no anticompetitive issues under the 

4. Phillip Areeda, Essential Facilities: An Epithet in Need of Limiting Principles, 58 
AwrlTRUST L.J. 841 (1990). 

5. See. e.g., Thomas A. Piraino, Jr., Beyond Per Se, Rule of Reason or Merger 
Analysis: A New Antitrust Standard for Joint Ventures, 76 MINN. L. ~ ' v .  ! {1991) (and 
the many references cited therein); Joseph F. Brodley, Joint Ventures and Antitrust Policy, 
95 HARe. L. ~w .  1523 {1982); Robert Pitofsky, A Framework for Antitrust Analysis of 
Joint Ventures, 74 GEO. L.J. 1605 (1986). 
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antitrust laws insofar as they represent efficient organizational responses 
to consumer demand, tension between cooperation for efficiency and 
cooperation to restrict competition can arise, particularly when jo in t  
ventures become large and encompass a large fraction of industry 
members. These joint ventures raise the most interesting and difficult 
antitrust concerns and are the focus of  this article. 

This paper evaluates access rules by carrying out an economic 
analysis of  both input joint ventures and alternative legal standards. In 
Part II, we present a rigorous economic analysis of  input joint venture 
access rules. We analyze both the potential contribution of  joint venture 
access rules to efficiency and the potential competitive harm such rules 
can cause. We then illustrate our framework with issues raised in SCFC 
ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc., 6 where Dean WiRer, the Discover charge 
card issuer, challenged its exclusion from the Visa joint venture. 7 

In Part III, we discuss various legal standards that courts apply to 
joint venture access rules. After analyzing the benefits and costs of  per 
se standards in general, we analyze and evaluate a number of  potential 
rules of  per se illegality and per se legality, focussing particular attention 
on the standards proposed in Northwest Wholesale Stationers, Rothery 
Storage & Van v. Atlas Van Lines, Inc., s and Visa. In particular, we 
discuss the proper role in the legal process of  findings regarding the 
market power of  joint ventures and their members, and the essentiality 
or importance of  inputs provided by joint ventures. We also propose a 
new test o f  market power based on the likely impact of  a hypothetical 
merger of  members of  a venture and excluded firms. While we favor 
administratively simple tests, based on our economic analysis we 
recognize that the application of  per se standards in many cases will be 
neither simple nor error free; in those cases, we recommend using our 
economic framework to apply a sUuctured rule of  reason standard. Part 
IV summarizes and sets out our conclusions regarding the proper use of  
per se rules and the structured rule o f  reason. 

6. 36 F.3d 958 (10th Cir. 1994). 
7, ld. at960-61. 
8. 792 F.2d 210 (D.C. Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 1033 (1987). 
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II. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF EXCLUSIONARY ACCESS RULES 

Joint venture access rules can improve consumer welfare by 
increasing the economic efficiency of  the production, distribution and 
transaction processes. Conversely, access rules can reduce consumer 
welfare by reducing competition in the markets in which the joint 
ventures and their members operate. Thus, in order to analyze the 
economic implications o f  these rules, we first need to understand the 
potential efficiency benefits and competitive benefits and harms that may 
be created by access rules. Only by understanding the general results of  
a full economic analysis can legal rules be designed that reduce legal 
process costs without introducing large errors into the legal process. 

This part sets out a framework for analyzing the net competitive 
impact of  access rule provisions. We begin by examining the efficiency 
benefits created by the existence o f  joint ventures in general and joint 
venture access rules in particular. We then analyze theories o f  competi- 
tive harm flowing from access rules and competitive justifications for 
them. Finaliy,:we illustrate our framework with claims raised in the 
recent Visa case. 

A. Potent ial  Ef f ic iency Benefi ts  o f  Joint  Venture Rules 

There is a key distinction between a venture's efficiency and an 
access rule's contribution to that efficiency. A venture can be highly 
efficient, and yet a particular access rule might contribute little or 
nothing to the venture's efficiency. 

1. Sources o f  Joint Venture Efficiency 

Collaboration in the provision o f  inputs is often efficienC Coopera- 
tion can lead to increased output, lower prices, and the creation o f  new 
or better products. Two underlying sources of  these joint venture 

9. For a sampling of the many articles discussing efficiency benefits from joint 
ventures, see Areeda, supra note 4; Brodlcy, supra note 5; Dennis W. Carlton, The 
Economics o f  Cooperation and Competition in Electronic Se~rvices Network Industries, in 
ELEC~OmC SERVICES NETWORKS: A BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POUCY CHALLENGE 77 
(Matgmet E. Cmerin-Calvert & Steven S. Wildman eds. 1991); Dennis W. Carlton & J. 
Mark Klamer, The Need for Coordination Among Firms, with Special Reference to 
Network Industr/es, 50 U. CHI. L. REV. 446 (1983); Gent M. Grossman & Carl Shapiro, 
Research Joint Ventures: An Antitrust Ana/yMs, 2 J.L. ECON. & ORGANIZATION 315 
(19gO; Jord¢& Teece, xtgn'a notc 3 ; Joseph Katta~ Antiuwat Analysis of  TechnologF doint 
Ventures: AUocative Eff~ciency and the Rewards o f  lnnovation, 61 AmTmUST LJ. 937 
(1993); Michael tL Riordan & Steven C. Salop, Evaluating Vertical Mergers: A Post- 
Chicago Approach, 63 ANTrmus'rLJ. 513 (1995). 
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efficiencies are reduced costs and increased investment incentives. Joint 
ventures can reduce production and distribution costs by realizing 
potential scale and scope economies and by eliminating duplicative 
activities. For example, joint ventures can coordinate research and 
development activities and speed development of new products at lower 
cost, or achieve scale economies through joint ownership of  a single 
large production facility. Joint ventures also can reduce the transaction 
costs that influence the ability of firms to deal efficiently with interfirm 
coordination issues such as those relating to standardization, network 
externalities, m° skill and locational complementadties, and free riding. 
For example, it may be more efficient to develop a product and produce 
it through an input joint venture via a common product standard than 
through interfirm negotiations. 

Another possible source of joint venture efficiency is the generation 
of increased investment incentives. For example, ajoint venture might 
efficiently increase incentives for firms to invest by restricting competi- 
tion among the members ofthejoint venture, just as the patent system 
increases incentives to invest in innovation. Of  course, limiting 
competition in order to increase investment returns may not be efficient 
because it may overstimulate investment, and the benefits of increased 
investment incentives may be outweighed by the costs of reduced 
competition. This potential for anticompetitive harms as well as 
efficiency benefits can make the analysis of investment incentives 
difficult. 

I0. Network externalities occur when the benefits created by a product to one user 
increase as the number ofother users grows. See Carlton & Klamer, supra note 9; Michael 
L. Kalz & Carl Shapiro, Systems Competition & Network Effects, J. EC'ON. l~tSp., Spring 
1994, at 93; Joseph Farreli & Garth Saloner, Coordination Through Committees and 
Markets, 19 RAND J. EC'ON., 235 (1988); SJ. Liebowilz & Stephen E. Margolis, Network 
Externality: An Uncommon Tragedy, J. ECON. PI~p.,  Spring i 994, at 133; S J .  Liebowitz 
& Stephen E. Margolis, Should Technology Choice Be a Concern of Antitrust Policy?, 
9 HARV. J.L &TECH. 283 (1996); Stanley M. Besen & Garth Saloner, The Economics of 
Telecommunications Standards, in CHANGING THE RULES: TECHNOLQG|CAL CHANGES, 
IIqTERNATIONAL COMPETITION, AND REGULATION IS COMMUNICATION 177 (Robert W. 
Crandall & Kenneth Flamm eds., 1989). Network externalities are not unusual in joint 
ventures, especially those involving open entry. For example, credit card assc~ations like 
Visa and MasterCard, ATM networks, and real estate multiple listing services each are joint 
ventures in industries where there may be network extemaliticso For ATM networks, an 
increase in the number of  ATM card holders raises the value to banks of  providing more 
A'I'Ms, which benefits all ATM users. Steven C. Salop, Deregulating Self-Regulated 
Shared AIM Networks, ! ECON. INNOVATION & NEW TECH. 85 (1990). Where the 
potential for positive network externalities is significant, it is expected that joint ventures 
would tend to have a general open entry policy. 
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2. Access Rules and Joint Venture Efficiency 

Access rules can contribute directly to the efficiency of  joint 
ventures in the input and output markets." This raises the fundamental 
question of  whether access rules should ever be questioned by the courts. 
in general, joint ventures are not given the same leeway as single firms 
under the antitrust laws. l f a  private firm develops a new product or is 
simply successful, it rarely is forced to share its assets with (i.e., provide 
access to) its rivals. For example, General Motors is under no general 
obligation to allow Ford to use its manufacturing facilities, even if  Ford 
claims that it is efficient to do so. in contrast, a joint venture more 
commonly can be compelled to provide access to a firm that will 
compete against its m.qnbers. Members of  joint ventures do not have an 
unlimited pro~,erty right to capture the profits that might arise from a 
collective restriction of  output. The main reason for the distinction in 
an t im~ treatment between single firms and joint ventures is that a joint 
venture involves coordination among competing firms and can be used 
as a vehicle to suppress competition in ways unrelated to or unnecessary 
for the efficient provision of  the product, as cartels do when they engage 
in naked price fLxing (coordinated pricing tlmt lacks an efficiency 
justification). '2 Even i r a  venture is efficient, that does not necessarily 
imply that the access rules it uses are necessary for or contribute 
positively to its e f f ic iency--  inefficient access rules might be selected 
for their anticompetitive benefits. Another reason for the distinction is 
that the very existence o f  the joint venture shows that the shared use of  
the joint venture's assets is feasible and hence likely to be less disruptive 
(i.e., costly) than would Ford's use of  General Motors" manufacturing 
plant. '~ For these reasons, joint venture access rules are not and should 
not be immune from antitrust scrutiny. 

The efficiency of  any given actress rule can only be determined in 
light o f  the nature of  the joint venture. Access rules vary greatly and 
may affect the size of  the joint venture, the timing of  member entry, the 
identity of  members, or with whom the members may deal. For example, 
there is no single efficient size for all ventures. A venture may need to 

! I. In addition, joint ventures sometimes threaten denial of  access as a means of  
enforcing compliance with other rules. The efficiency ofsuch threats depends on the 
efficiency of  the access rules and their utility as an enforcement mechanism. 

i 2. As discussed in this article, output could be reslricted because ifthejoint venture 
restricts access to the input it woduces of if  it restricts fi~e ability of other input suppliers to 
sell inputs to members, it restricts members" outputs. 

13. The Court has somethnes imposed a duty to deal with rivals even on a single f'mn. 
See Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 473 U.S. 585, 60003,  610-11 
(1985) (in this case, the two rivals had a ~ ofdenling together); Eastman Kodak Co. 
v. Image Technical Servs, Inc., 504 U.S. 451,483 & n.32, 485-86 (1992). 
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produce a large volume of  its product or service in order to take 
advantage of  scale economies. Standardization efficiencies might 
increase with the percentage of  output market transactions that use the 
input produced by the venture. Positive network externalities also may 
increase with the number of firms that are attached to a venture network 
or the extent to which the network actually is used. In contrast, a s m ~ e r  
number of  members might incur smaller coordination costs, as is the c'~e 
for many re ,a rch  joint ventures. Regulation of  new membership entry 
may lead to efficiency beBefits. Concerns that later applicants will free 
ride on large and risky inveslments made by the founding members might 
lead a joint venture to close its membership or increase application fees 

t G n e w  members after such investments have been made. In contrast, 
free :ridii~g=issues are less likely to be as important for joint ventures that 
do not have large and risky investments and whose primary function is 
to take advantage of  network or standardization externalities. Indeed, 
early members of  these joint ventures benefit from the addition of  new 
members later on. The identity of  members also can affect venture 
efficiency in some cases. For example, coordination costs can be 
affected by divergent economic interests, and differences among 
members with respect to location, skills, or market position can affect the 
degree to which potential complementary efficiencies are realized. 

3. Evaluating Efficiency Justifications for Exclusionary Access Rules 

If  the access rules of  a joint venture restrict competition, one must 
still consider the potential efficiency rationales for the rules before one 
can decide whether the rules are on balance anticompetitive. It often 
can be difficult for outsiders to evaluate the efficiency that results from 
internal rules of  operation, so courts should exercise care in intervening 
in the operations of  joint ventures. ~4 However, this does not mean that 
every efficiency claim should be blindly accepted. Some efficiency 
justifications are not cognizable under the antitrust laws, Is some will not 
be plausible or logical, and some plausible justifications may comqict 
with the evidence. For ajl~-tification to be valid, the efficiency benefits 
must result from the access restraints, not simply from the existence of 
the joint venture. The fact that it is efficient to permit a joint venture 
does not imply that every possible acc~s restraint also is efficient. For 
example, the efficiency benefits of  copyright collectives like ASCAP and 
BMI do not by themselves imply that it would be efficient to fix the price 

14. SeeDennis W.Catlton&AianS.Franl~l, TheAntia, ustEconomicsofCreditCard 
Networl~: Rep~, to Evans a~l Schmalensee Comment, 63 AN'rrIRUST LJ. 903, 909-10 
(1995). 

15. See National SoCy Professional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679 (1978). 
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of music licenses or exclude composers that either write too many songs 
or sometimes negotiate independently with users outside the blanket 
license. In short, there must be a reasonable connection between the 
exclusionary conduct and the claimed efficiency benefits. 

Consider the broad claim that access restraints are necessary in order 
to maintain adequate investment incentives for members of  the joint 
venture. This is generally the most difficult efficiency claim to evaluate 
because it raises the tension between market power and incentives to 
invest. Sometimes investment incentive claims lack credibility due to the 
type of  venture, its past membership policies, or other evidence. The  
histo~ of  the venture may be relevant to this analysis. ARer a joint 
venture is formed, its members subsequently may gain an incentive to 
use the venture structure to limit coi apetition in ways that were not 
necessary for formatmon of the venture and do not increase mrs efficiency. 
For example, facilitating collusion among members might only become 
profitable after the venture gains a large collective market share. Thus, 
established ventures should not be immune from antitrust scrutiny, 
especially if  they seek to impose restrictions subsequent to their 
formation. In such situations, the past behavior of  the joint venture can 
assist in the evaluation of  the efficiency justifications. If, however, 
efficiency justifications are accepted merely on the basis of  general 
plausibility, there is the potential that they may be used as a justification 
for a broad array ofanticompetitive restraints. The antitrust laws should 
not permit joint ventures to use the "adequate investment incentives?~' 
argument in order to restrict competition solely to generate supra- 
competitive profits w the sweep of  this defense increases the importance 
of carefully scrutinizing such claims. 

There are a number of  approaches to evaluating efficiency claims for 
access rules. For example, the structure of  a joint venture is oRen 
instructive. I f  a successful venture has an open access structure, then 
there already has been little or no protection of  the right to exercise 
market power through exclusion. This evidence would be relevant to 
evaluating a claim that such protection has not been essential for the 
success of the venture. ~6 Alternatively, consider a venture structured as 
a non-profit input supplier whose many members compete in the output 
market based on ,an input price that yields competitive profits to the 
members of  the venture. This evidence would be relevant to evaluating 

16. A difficult and subtle problem arises when an open access joint venture sets a fee 
to join the venture and an applicant complains that the fee is too high. The reason that 
pricing o f  access can raise vexing antitrust questions is because some joint ventures that 
raise access concerns have elements o f  natural monopoly. The venture will be concerned 
with its profits when setting up its access fees. Policy makers may be concerned with 
measures o f  welfare. The two do not necessarily coincide. 
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a claim thet additional protection of property rights, specifically, the right 
to further restrict competition in order to earn supra-competitive returns, 
is essential to the venture's existence. In short, closed ventures with few 
members are more likely than open ventures to have a valid efficiency 
justification for access restraints based on the need to generate profits by 
restricting competition:'7 

B. Potential Competitive Harms from Exclusionary Joint Venture 
Access Rules in Input Joint Ventures 

In this section, we analyze the ways in which access restrictions can 
harm consumers and competition. Access rule issues often arise in 
situations in which the joint ventures are entities that facilitate vertical 
integration by their members. Such ventures provide a product or service 
to their members which the members use in providing some product or 
service of  their own. That is, the venture provides an input that the 
members use in producing outputs that they sell in the market. For 
example, consider a production joint venture among computer firms to 
manufacture semiconductors (the "input") for use in computers 
independently manufactured and marketed by the venturers (the 
"output"). 's 

Figure 1 (following page) is a shorthand way to illustrate the 
structure and relationship of  input and output market competition. In 
Figure 1, competitors in the input market (semiconductors) are shown at 
the top of  the diagram. The joint venture and its unintegrated competi- 
tors supply the input to firms that compete in the output market (comput- 
ers), as shown in the middle. The Output market competitors sell to 
consumers, as shown at the bottom. The venture facilitates vertical 
integration. That is, each member in the semiconductor joint venture 
also is a manufacturer of  computers, as indicated by the dotted outline. 
As drawn, none of  the members of  the venture produces semiconductors 
independently of  the venture or purchases them from other semiconduc- 
tor suppliers. Nor does the venture supply inputs to unintegrated firms. 

17. Antitrust authorities should not pcnnit ventures to form as closed entities Where 
anticompetitive harm results and there is no valid efficiency justification. Howovcr, for a 
discussion of overinclusiveness, see infla part II(C). 

18. Similarly, a resvatchjoint venture among pharmaceutical companies might create 
the formula for a now drag (the "input") so that each mvmber of the venture individually 
then could manufaclxL~ and market a version of the drag (the "output"). A joint venture 
among residential real estate brokers might provide listing information (the "input") for use 
by the members in brokering houses (the "output"). In the credit card industry, a network 
joint venture provides standard interfaces, communications protocols and an interchange 
mechanism (the "input") and members then compete in issuing credit cards and dealing with 
merchants (the "outputs").. 
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FIGURE 1 

Exclusionary joint venture access rules can harm competition by 
facilitating the exercise of  collective market power. We discuss three 
possible sources of  competitive harm: (1) output market exclusion; 
(2) input market exclusion; and (3) supporting pricing coordination. All 
of  these sources of  competitive harm can raise the price paid by 
consumers for output and thereby reduce consumer welfare./9 However, 
the exact factual circumstances under which each is likely to reduce 
consumer welfare differ, and so it is important that litigants and courts 
distinguish among them. We now focus on these three sources of  
consumer harm. 

19. In addition, even if output prices do not rise, exclusion or an increase in input 
prices may reduce production efficiency. Further, an increase in input market share could 
lead to monopsony of  factors of production for the input, or could affect ancillary markets. 
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1. The Competitive Harm of  Output Market Exclusion: Disadvantaging 
Output Market Competitors 

A joint venture access rule can harm competition by raising the costs 
or otherwise disadvantaging the rivals of  its members in the output 
market. This can reduce competition and lead to higher prices than 
would otherwise occur. For example, denying access to low cost firms 
in the output market can keep prices higher than they would otherwise 
be? ° 

It is important to emphasize that competitive harm is not limited 
solely to those increases in output prices that can occur from the 
expulsion of  current members. Exclusionary conduct may also involve 
preventing output prices from falling by rejecting new applicants. For 
example, suppose that output market competitors are not all equally 
efficient or aggressive. If the excluded applicants are especially low cost 
or aggressive competitors, then preventing these applicants from 
purchasing the input supplied by the venture may lead to output prices 
that are higher than they would otherwise be. 2t If, conversely, the 
excluded firms were to gain equal access to the input, prices would fall 
to a lower level. Thus, excluding these new applicants represents the 
exercise of  market power. 22 

20. Numerous cases have raised issues of  output market exclusion. See Radiant 
Burners, Inc. v. Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., 364 U.S. 656 (1961) (the input Radiant was 
unable to obtain was the AGA certification that it needed to market its burner); Fashion 
Originators' Guild of  America, Inc. v. FTC, 312 U.S. 457 (1941) (demonstrating how 
various characterizations of input and output markets may be relevant to the analysis); 
Northwest Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing Co., 472 U.S. 284 
(1985) (the plaintiff apparently was complaining that exclusion from the wholesale 
cooperative would raise its costs of supplying stationary to retail consumers, although in fact 
it is not at all clear that this alleged cost disadvantage was very significant); Associated 
Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945) (the government essentially complained that the 
members of the association were denying rival newspapers access to non-local news that 
would disadvantage or raise barriers to entry to these competitors). 

21. The excluded competitors need not be more efficient than the remaining 
competitors for their exclusion to matter. However, their entry into the joint venture is 
likely to have a more significant impact on competition and prices in the output market the 
lower are their costs, relative to established competitors. Of course, these lower costs also 
would translate into higher post-entry market shares if the excluded applicants gained enlry 
into the joint venture. 

22. Even if the joint venture has no power to raise prices (as reflected perhaps by a low 
collective market share), it may be incorrect to conclude that the joint venture lacks the 
ability to exercise market power by excluding rivals, and thereby prevent prices from falling. 
This error is simply a variant of  the Cellophane fallacy: there may be many substitutes at 
the higher price, but few at the lower price. See DENNIS W. CARLTON & JEFFREY M. 
PERLOFF, MODERN INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZA'IION 740 ( 1990 ) ( discussing United States v. E ,I. 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377 (1956)); Thomas G. Krattenmaker et al., 
Monopoly Power andMarket Power in Antitrust Law, 76 GEO. LJ. 241,256 n.75 (1987). 
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To analyze when such access rules will harm consumers, consider 
an access rule by the hypothetical semiconductor joint venture. Suppose 
that the semiconductor joint venture refuses to sell its products to non- 
members who compete with its members in the computer market. This 
exclusion could only be a profitable and anticompetitive strategy under 
certain conditions in the input (semiconductor) and output (computer) 
markets. ~ 

In the input market, the strategywould fail to harm output market 
competitors if other actual and potential semiconductor producers could 
supply the input to these competitors at the same price and quality as 
provided by the venture to its members. Similarly, if the excluded 
competitors were to efficiently vertically integrate themselves or form an 
equally efficient competing input joint venture, no anticompetitive 
effects would be possible; in fact, competition could be enhanced by the 
additional input market competition. However, competition and 
consumers would be harmed in the output market if, as a result of  the 
access rules, the input costs of  certain actual and potential competitors 
were increased and as a result output prices remained higher thari 
otherwise. Harm to excluded firms will occur only ifthese excluded 
firms' costs are increased by the exclusion. In evaluating this issue, the 
mere fact that inputs are available elsewhere does not mean that the 
excluded competitors are not disadvantaged by the exclusion. Harm to 

Market power is usually defined as the ability of  a finn (or group of  firms acting 
collectively) to restrict total market output so as to set price profitably above competitive 
levels. In the context of  a joint venture, restrictions in market output can arise either 
because the joint venture members under scrutiny restrict their own outputs or because the 
joint venture causes competitors outside the venture to have lower outputs than they would 
otherwise have. We can label this power exclusionary market power. Thus, it is possible 
to distinguish two ways in which market power can be exercised through an output restric- 
tion - -  classical market power, and exclusionary market power. See Thomas G. 
Krattenmaker et al., Monopoly Power atut Market Power in Antitrust Law, 76 GEO. L. J. 
241 (1987). 

Classical market power by a group of finns is the power to set price profitably at a 
supra-competitive level by restricting the outputs of members of the group. Classical market 
power is the main focus of  analysis of price-fixing cartels. Exclusionary market power by 
a group of  firms is the power profitably to set price at a supra-competitive level by 
disadvantaging competitors and causing those competitors to restrict their output. 
Exclusionary market power can exist independently of  or in conjunction with classical 
market power, ld. at 249-50. 

23. For more detailed discussions ofthese conditions, see Thomas G. Krattenmaker & 
Steven C. Salop, ,4nticompetitive Exclusion: Raising Rivals ' Costs to Achieve Power over 
Price, 96 YALE L.J. 209 [1986); Janusz A. Ordover et al., Nonprice ,4nticompetitive 
Behavior by Dominant Firms Towards the Producers o f  Complementary Products, in 
ANTITRUST AND REGULATION: ESSAYS IN-MEMORY OF JOHN J. McGOWAN 115-30 
(Franklin Fisher ed., 1985); JanuszA. Ordover et al., Equilibrium VerticalForeclosure, 80 
AM. ECON. REV. 127 0990); Riordan & Salop, supra note 9; CARLTON & PERt.OFF, supra 
note 22. 
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excluded competitors can occur if alternative input suppliers are less 
efficient, if the input provided by the joint venture is differentiated from 
those of other suppliers, or if the exclusion facilitates coordinated pricing 
by the remaining input suppliers. 

Of course, it is now well recognized that harm to those competitors 
. . I -  

who are excluded is not the same as harm to competition and consumers. 
Consumers are not harmed significantly unless the exclusion also leads 
to an impact on price in the output market. Thus, proper evaluation of 
the competitive impact of exclusion involves analysis of the effect on the 
output market. 24 

In the output market, even assuming that certain competitors' costs 
were raised by the strategy, consumers may not be harmed. In particular, 
competition among members of the joint venture and the firms who are 
not disadvantaged by exclusion from the joint venture may prevent any 
upward price effect from occurring. In that case, there may be harm to 
competitors but not to competition, zs Similarly, ifmembers ofthejoint 
venture face no barriers to expansion in the output market, or if 
membership is unconcentrated, competition may prevent prices from 
rising. However, exclusion may result in a reduction 4n total market 
output compared to what it would have been without the exclusion. 
Thus, even if the excluded firms who are disadvantaged by denial of 
access continue to compete in the market, higher prices and consumer 
harm nonetheless can result. If, by excluding a group of competitors, the 
joint venture can cause the output of these excluded firms to decline, and 
if the output of  its own members does not expand to fully offset this 
decline, then total market output will fall and the joint venture will have 
exercised market power, 

This analysis suggest~ that expulsion of a member from a joint 
venture with a low m:u'ket share in the input and output markets is 
unlikely to create any competitive harm. If the joint venture has a small 
share of the input market or if its members have a small share of the 
output market, competition may not suffer if some firms are excluded 
from the joint venture. More importantly, if members of the venture 
have a low collective market share in the output market, the potential for 
expansion by non-members is likely to prevent significant output price 
increases whatever the venture's access rules are. However, while the 
members of a joint venture individually may lack market power, the joint 
venture nonetheless may have market power if the members can act 
collectively to restrict total market output. Even if the remaining 

24. See Krattenmaker & Salop, supra note 23, for a more detailed discussion of  this 
standard. 

25. This point abstracts from the issue of efficiency losses or monopsony. See supra 
note 19. 
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members of  the joint venture continue to compete against each other, as 
long as they face either higher costs than the excluded firms or rising 
supply curves, their output expansion cannot be expected to replace the 
lost output from excluded finns. Therefore, the lack of  unilateral market 
power by individual venture members does not prevent the exercise of  
collective market power through exclusion by the joint venture. 
Accordingly, a joint venture can exercise market power even if the 
individual market shares of each of  its members are low. This market 
power arises from the exclusionary conduct of  the joint venture. 26 

2. The Competitive Harm of  Input Market Exclusion: Disadvantaging 
Input Market Competitors 

Joint venture access rules can harm competition by disadvantaging 
competitors in the input market. These disadvantages could lead those 
competitors to forgo entry or reduce their output which in turn can lead 
to higher input and output prices. Joint venture access rules can also 
disadvantage input market competitors by imposing exclusivity require- 
ments o n  members. 27 

Exclusivity requirements force members of the venture to make all- 
or-nothing choices between obtaining their inputs from the venture or 

26. It is well Imown that market share can provide an unreliable guide to market power. 
See, e.g., 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, 57 Fed. Reg. 41,552 (1992). The same is 
true in joint ventures. For instance, in the semiconductor joint venture illustrated in Figure 
1, the link between the collective market share of the venture and market power is 
sometimes unreliable. In that example, suppose the joint venture had admitted the new, 
low-cost members and those new members caused market output to expand. If these new 
members increase total output in the market, that increase in output would lower output 
prices and benefit consumers. Even though the collective market share of the joint venture 
would rise, it would be erroneous to condemn this procompetitive admission of  new 
members, t ' 7 ~  ~ 

27. This tl,.:ory apt~ently formed the basis for one of the allegations in Northwest 
~ . /  7,~ . . . . .  Wholesale Stattoners. Northwest Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing 

Co., 472 U.S. 284, 296 n.7 (1985) ("According to Pacific, Northwest's motive in the 
expulsion wasto place Pacific at a competitive disadvantage to retaliate for Pacific's 
decision to engage in an independent wholesale operation."). This theory also was alleged 
in a single firm context in Reazin, where it was alleged that Blue Cross terminated its 
participation contract with Wesley hospital because Wesley's owner announced its intention 
to open an HMO in competition with Blue Cross and its HMO. Reazin v. Blue Cross & 
Blue Shield of  Kausas, Inc., 899 F.2d 951 (10th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1005 
(1990). 

See also BMI v. CBS, Inc., 441 U.S. 1 (1979) (noting that if  ASCAP and BMI had 
exclusivity rules that prevented members from purchasing negotiation services from 
outsiders or negetiating with users themselves, the Court more likely would have invalidated 
the blanket license); HERBERT HOVENKAMP, FEDERAL ANTITRUST POLICY: .THE LAW OF 
COMPETITION AND ITS PRACTICE 236 (1994) (noting the importance of non--exclusivity to 
the BMI decision). 
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from alternative input market competitors. 2s This can make obtaining 
inputs from alternative sources more costly, thereby decreasing demand 
for the inputs supplied by these alternative competitors and potentially 
raising rival input suppliers' costs or deterring entry of competitors into 
the input market. 29 If the members of the venture are important 
customers of input market rivals, then the exclusivity requirement could 
reduce the potential market available to the input market competitors. 
Where scale economies are important, this could raise the costs of the 
foreclosed input market competitors or deter new input market entry. 3° 
Thus, the input prices charged by the venture and input market competi- 
tors could rise, placing cost pressure on output prices. Indeed, output 
prices may rise, even if the output market is unconcentrated. 3~ 

3. The Competitive Harm of Supporting Pricing Coordination 

Joint ventures can directly limit member competition in the output 
market in order to raise prices and reduce output. 32 A venture might 
directly control member output prices or output levels and set them at 
non-competitive levels. 33 A venture also could influence output market 
prices indirectly by raising input prices or restricting input usage. To 
illustrate, suppose the semiconductor joint venture illustrated in Figure 
1 sets a very high price for its semiconductors. In this case, the high 
input price will push up the price of  the computers sold by the 
members. 34 

28. See Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, 342 U.S. 143 (1951) (the use of an all-or- 
nothing contract to deter entry formed the basis of the allegations; however, concerted action 
and vertical integration were not issues). For one economic analysis of  the unilateral 
conduct case, see Eric Rasmusen et al., Naked Exclusion, 8 i AM. ECON. REV. 1137 ( 199 ! ). 

29. This also can deter two-tier entry of  vertically integra'd:d competitors and entry of 
unintegrated output market competitors. 

30. For a detailed analysis of  the conditions under which this harm is likely, see 
Rasransen et ai.; supra note 28; Krattenmaker & Salop, supra note 23; Riordan & Salop, 
supra note 9. 

31. This is because even perfectly competitive firms raise prices when their costs 
increase. 

32. For other discussions, see Piraino, supra note 5; Brodley, supra note 5; Pitefsky, 
supra note 5. 

33. See NCAA v. Board of  Regents of the Univ. of Oklahom~ 468 U.S. 85 (1984); 
see also Fashion Originators' Guild of America, Inc. v. FTC, 312 U.S. 457, 462-63 ( 194 I) 
(the FOGA adopted a variety of  restraints on competition, including prohibitions on 
advertising, price discounts, and special sales, and these restraints were supported by rules 
that imposed substantial fines on members who violated the FOGA's requirements). 

34. In this case, the profits are taken upstream in the input market rather than in the 
output market. Of course, the profits must not be distributed in proportion to input 
purchases, otherwise members will realize that their marginal input costs have not really 
increased. See Carl Shapiro & Robert D. Wiilig, On the Antitrust Treatment o f  Production 
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There are three ways that joint venture access rules can play a key 
role in supporting pricing coordination. First, the venture can enforce 
anticompetitive rules by threatening to discipline or even terminate the 
membership of  those members who fail to obey its anticompetitive 
rules. 35 If the input is provided to members by the venture at lower 
effective cost than by other input suppliers, or if membership in the 
venture is important for other reasons, then threats to discipline or even 
terminate the membership of  firms that deviate from the venture's 
restraints on competitive conduct could succeed in deterring such 
attempts to compete. 3~ 

Second, where the venture's controls on members' output prices or 
outputs are indirect, an exclusionary access rule requiring that members 
exclusively use the inputs produced by the venture also may facilitate 
pricing coordination. Such a rule would, for example, eliminate 
members' ability to achieve lower costs by purchasing inputs from 
outside the venture instead of purchasing the high cost inputs sold by the 
venture. 

Third, exclusivity rules could contribute to the magnitude of  the 
competitive harm by preventing venture members from competing 
independently in the output market. Such a rule could prevent members 
from offering other products that compete with the output produced by 
the joint venture, even if they do not embody the inputs produced by the 
venture. 

4. Evaluating Competitive Harm Allegations 

General allegations o fboy~t t  and exclusion often confuse injury to 
a competitor with injury to competition. Therefore it is important to 
require the excluded applicant to carefully specify the mechanism by 
which the access rules are alleged to reduce competition, as well as to 
separately demonstrate harm to both competition and the excluded 
competitor. Several different types of  evidence may be used to show 

doint Ventures, J. ECON. PERSP., Summel" 1990, at 113; Stcveo C. Salop, When and How 
Is it Proper for Competitors to Collude, at 6 & n.3, in OSSEI~VATORIO "GIORDANO 
ELL'AMoRE SU1 RAPPORTz .'IRA DIRITTO ED ECONOMICA DEL CENTRO NAZIONALE DI 
PREVENZIONE E DIFESA SOCIALE, THE VALUE OF COMPETITION 218, 223 & n.3 (1992). 

35. See, e.g., NCAA, 468 U.S. at 95 (noting the ability of  the NCAA to discipline 
members that did not obey its anticompetitive rules). 

36. Fashion Originators' Guild is a possible example of  this type of  use of  
exclusionary access rules. In that case, if  dress manufacturer members were terminated for 
competing too intensely, they would lose access to the retailers =rod textile manufacturers 
who were guild members. 312 U.S. at 461-62. See also American Soc'y of  Mechanical 
Eng'rs v. Hydrolevel Corp., 456 U.S. 556 (1982); Radiant Burners, Inc. v. Peoples Gas 
Light & Coke Company, 364 U.S. 656 (1961). 
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consumer harm. For example, the structure of the venture ,can be 
probative of  the incentive to inflict competitive harm. Where a venture 
is structured so that the similarly situated firms comprising the venture 
compete away all profits in both the output and input markets, there may 
be less incentive to exercise exclusionary market power. 37 In these cases, 
the incentive to exclude is reduced or eliminated compared to the case 
in which the exclusion would allow the members of the venture to earn 
greater profits with the exclusion than without it. Similarly, a non-profit 
structure sometimes can reduce the incentive to exercise market power 
by constraining the additional profits to be earned from exclusion. 

As another example of how structure can be probative, consider the 
following two joint ventures. In one, the members can purchase 
unlimited amounts of input at a price equal to constant marginal cost, 
while in the other, member output levels or input purchases are directly 
lira ited by the venture. The first venture should raise fewer antitrust 
problems than the second because the ability to restrict output (and 
thereby raise output price) is likely to be more limited. 

The conduct of competitors and performance in the input and output 
markets can be probative of  the effect of  the access rule on competitors 
and consumers. The analysis in the previous parts has indicated how 
evidence regarding the costs of excluded finns, their ability to substitute, 
the degree of competition in the output market, and other factors can be 
used to evaluate the likely competitive impact of  the access rule. 

C. Protecting Competition as a Justification for 
Exclusionary Access Rules 

Joint ventures sometimes can reduce competition by becoming 
overly inclusive if they combine firms that otherwise would compete 
more vigorously. Therefore, exclusionary access rules can create a 
competitive benefit by preventing joint ventures from becoming too 
large. 3s 

Inclusionary joint venture access practices can play a key role in 
facilitating anticompetitive collective conduct by increasing membership 
in the joint venture. By increasing membership to a larger percentage of  

i 

37. Such a case is more likLJly for open access joint venUnes or closed joint ventures 
with many similar members than it is for closed joint ventmes with few members. In cases 
where firms are not similarly situated, even though competition may eliminate any gains to 
the marginal firm from the exercise o f  the joint vanture's market power, them nonetheless 
would be gains to inframarginal finns who earn rents. In cases where thexe are fixed and 
sunk costs, exclusion o f  more efficient rivals can protect the profits on those sunk costs. 

38. These competitive benefits accrue to society, not to the joint venture. In fact, the 
venture and its members typically would gain from overinclusiveness that reduces 
competition. - - 
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the input or output market, anticompetitive price and quantity restrictions 
are more likely to be profitable in the face o f  potential competition from 
non-members. An exclusionary access rule could prevent this harm by 
restricting the size o f  the joint venture. 

Such a rule would not be in the economic interest o f  the members. 
Therefore, the "protection of  competition" justification for exclusionary 
access rules raises related issues of  credibility. I f  increasing membership 
would reduce competition by facilitating pricing coordination, that 
reduction in competition normally will benefit the venture and its 
members.  In that case, a claim by the venture that it adopted the 
exclusionary rule with the purpose o f  protecting competition lacks 
credibility. Of'course, claims by applicants that they desire membership 
in order to compete and drive down prices and profits also may be false. 
The applicants may truly desire membership in order to collude; the joint 
venture may prefer to face increased competition from an excluded rival 
to cutting that rival in on the profits. 

The situation is somewhat different when the venture claims that it 
adopted the exclusionary access rule for the purpose o f  achievirig 
legitimate efficiency benefits rather than to protect competition. Under 
these circumstances, the benefits from the protection o f  competition can 
be logically consistent with the venture's own actions. 

D. SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc.  "39 An Illustration 
o f  Our Economic Framework 

The litigation between Dean Witter and Visa illustrates many o f  the 
issues raised by our economic analysis. 4° By applying our framework to 
the allegations and facts in that case, the framework can be made more 
concrete. In addition, the court's own approach to the case is confusin~ 
if  not confused. Thus, by using our framework to clarify the economic 
and legal issues in that case, the value of  our framework can be 
demonstrated. 

39. 819 F. Supp. 956 (D. Utah 1993), rev'd, 36 F.3d 958 (10th Cir. 1994). Ajory in 
! 992 reacbed a rule of reason ve:dict for Dean Witter. The jury was instructed to use a rule 
of reason that required Dean WiRer to prove substantial harm to competition from Visa's 
rule. The distri~ cou~ judge denied Visa's motions for judgment as a matter of law, 
rejecting Visa's argument fora legal standard that would have immunized its bylaw from 
rule of reason scrutiny. In ! 994, the Tenth Circuit reversed, holding that Visa did not have 
market power evaluated at the issuer level and that Visa's justifications should be accepted 
as a matter of law. See SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA. Inc, 36 F.3d 958 (! 0th Cir. 1994). 

40. See Carlton & Frankel, The Antitrust Economics of Credit CardNetworks~ 63 
A.wrrrsusTLJ. 643, 650-55, 661-68 (1995), for a more detailed economic analysis of this 
case using an economic framework similar to the onedescribed in this paper. 
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The litigation revolved around a Visa rule that prevented Dean 
WiRer from issuing Visa cards because o f  Dean WiRer's ownership o f  
the Discover Card, a credit card that competes with the Visa cards issued 
by other Visa members?  i Visa 's  credit card operations can be viewed 
as an input joint venture that provides network transaction interchange 
services as inputs to its member banks, which then compete among 
themselves and with non-members in two output markets: the issuing of  
credit cards and the servicing of  the merchants that accept the cards. 
These services provided by the network create contracUml and communi- 
cation links between each card issuer and merchant servicer. The Visa 
case focused on the impact on consumers in the credit card issuing 
output market. The issues raised by both parties illustrate the analytic 
approach in this article. 

1. Dean WiRer's Theories o f  Competitive Harm 

Dean WiRer alleged two o f  the three theories of  competitive harm 
discussed in this article. First, Dean WiRer alleged that the Visa rule 
disadvautaged Dean WiRer and thereby reduced competition in the 
market for issuing credit cards .  42 Dean WiRer did not argue that its 
viability would be impaired if it were denied access to Visa membership. 
Instead, Dean WiRer claimed that, notwithstanding the fact  that the 
Discover Card already competes in  issuing credit cards, denying Dean 
WiRer the ability to issue a Visa card would reduce com pe t~on  and 
prevent credit card prices fi'om falling. 43 

Second, Dean WiRer alleged that Visa 's  exclusionary access rule 
deterred the entry and growth o f  new proprietary networks and cards, 
reducing competition in both the network transaction services and card 

41. The Visa rtdc is set out in bylaw 2.06. That Bylaw states that Visa ~ p  is 
unavailable to any bank that issues a card "deemed competitive" by the Visa Board. The 
Visa Board named American Express and Discover as competitive cards, although it 
continued to permit members to issue Mastef~xds, Diners Club and Carte Blanche cards. 
See Visa, 819 F. Supp. at 963-66. .~ 

42. The parties stipulated that general purpose credit cards were the relevant output 
market Id. at 966. 

43. Id. There were three main elements to Dean Witter's first theory. F'n~, it argued 
that Visa members have collective markat power in the market for issuing credit ¢m'ds, se~.:! 
/d. at 970, implying that exclusion of competitors could lead to higher prices in the output 
market. Second, it claimed that Dean Wit~" would be a low cost, aggressive competitor 
with its V'~a card that would enter on a large scale with national promotion, and its 
competition would cause credit card fees to fall; benefitting consumers. See/d. at 972, 986- 
87. Third, it argued that expansion of the Discover Card would not be equivalent to 
expansion by issuing a Dean Witter brand of Visa can£ This is because credit cards am a 
differentiated product characterized by economies of scale and scope, as mfleC.ed by the 
fact that most Visa issuers also issue Mastercards. See/~ at 988. 
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issuing markets, t* According to Dean Witter, the rule deterred current 
Visa members from issuing new rival proprietary cards or starting or 
joining new networks, because of  the expectation that Visa would 
terminate their membership and deprive them of  access to Visa's 
network services. 

2. Visa's Justifications 

Visa raised !~hree justifications for its rule - -  two efficiency 
justifications and a protection of competition justification. 45 Visa's first 
efficiency justification was that denying membership to Dean Witter 
protected its property and was necessary to create incentives for Visa and 
its members to invest. This jnstification was based on the premise that 
Dean Witter's entry into the Visa joint ventm'e would increase competi- 
tion among Visa card issuers, causing price to fall mid allowing Dean 
Witter to capture customers o f  other Visa members. 4~ Visa argued, 
however, that long-run economic welfare would fall because forcing 
Visa to admit Dean Witter would alter Visa's and other joint ventures' 
incentives to organize or invest in the future. 

Visa's second efficiency justification was that Dean Witter would 
use confidential information created by the Visa network to enhance 
Discover's competitive position, gaining an unfair advantage in the 
market. 4~ 

Visa also raised the protection o f  competition justification that 
granting access to Dean Witter would lead to an overinclusive network, 
thereby reducing competition in network services between Discover Card 
and Visa and exposing Visa to possible government regulation or 
antitrust attack. In this regard, Visa argued that permitting n~ember non- 
exclusivity with MasterCard reduced competition between the systems. "s 

44. See id. at 966. 
45. The jury instructions required Dean Wiuer to prove that the harm to competition 

from the exclusion did not outweigh competitive benefits. 1,t at 967. 
46. In denying Dean Witter's allegations of consumer harm, Visa also made the 

contradictory argument that Dean Witter's entry would have no effect on competition. It/. 
at 97O. 

47. Id at 991. Although almost all Visa members also issue Mastercards, and each 
Visa member has access to confidential information about olher V'm membezs, it does not 
appear that Visa alleged any widespread free riding on the part of Mastercard issuing 
members. 

48. See Carlton & Frankel, supra note 40, at 661-68, for an explanation ofwhy the 
benefits of admiUing Dean Wig~rexceed the costs. 
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III.  E C O N O M I C  A N A L Y S I S  OF A L T E R N A T I V E  

L E G A L  S T A N D A R D S  

Only unreasonable restraintsare condemned by § 1 of  the Sherman 
Act .  49 Some restraints are evaluated under a fact-based, rule of  reason 
analysis, while other restraints ~ condemned per se without this full 
balancing analysisfl Under the per se standard of  illegality, plaintiffs do 
not need to demonstrate anticompetitive effect, and defendants cannot 
rebut plaintiffs' allegations by showing that the restraints fail to lead to 
measurable anticompetitive effects,5~ 

Legality can also be determined on the basis of  a per se standard. 
For example, according to the 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, a 
finding that the market is unconcentrated generally precludes'~i finding 
of  fact that the competitive harm from a merger exceeds the efficiency 
benefits. 52 The "safe harbor" designed into the Guidelines assumes that 
net economic harm is so unlikely that the merger can safely be permitted 
per se, that is, without even allowing the government to try to show an 
anticompetitive impact through a fact-based, competitive analysis of  the 
merger) 3 Therefore, this safe harbor constitutes, in effect, a rule of per 
se legality. 

A rule of  per se illegality involves an irrebuttable presumption that 
when certain conditions occur, an anticompetitive effect is very likely to 

49. See Northwest Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing Co., 472 
U.S. 284, 289 (1985) ("[E]very commercial agreement restrains trade. Whether th~s action 
violates § I of  the Sherman Act depends on whether it is adjudged an unreasonable 
restraint."); Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U.S. 1, 60-70 (191 !). 

50. Antitrust defendants may not justify their conduct as futthering cez~ain social 
welfare goals that are viewed as being in direct conflict with the Sherman Act. However, 
the v/ew that certain social welfare goals are not cognizable efficiency benefits goes beyond 
the per se tale. Such jnstificafiuns vr.,uld be impermissible under a rule of reasun inquiry, 
teo. See National Soc'y ofProfessinnal Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 6gg (1978) 
("Contrary to its name, the Rule [of Reason] does not open the field of antitrust inquiry to 
any argument in favor of  a challenged restraint that may fall within the realm of reason. 
Instead, it focuses directly o,~ the challenged restraint's impact on competitive conditions."). 
Non-profit entities may constitute an exception under ceRain circumstances. See United 
States v. Brown Univ., 5 F.3d 658 (3d Cir. 1993). 

51. See United States v. Soenny-Vacuurn Oil Co., 310 U.S. ! 50 ( 1940); NCAA v. 
Board of Regents of the Univ. of  Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 103-04 (1984) ("Per se rules are 
invoked when surrounding circumstances make the likelihood ofanticompetitive conduct 
so great as to render unjustified further examination of the challenged conduct."). As 
cogently explained by Krattenmaker, a standard that defines certain conduct as a per se 
offense actually rules out particular defenses (e.g., that the conduct does not lead to a 
measurable antienmpetitive impact). See Thomas G. Krattenmaker, Per Se Fiolations in 
Antitrust Law: Confusing Offenses with Defenses, 77 GEO. L.J. 165, 172-73 (1988). 

52. See 1992 Horizontal Merger Guidelines, 57 Fed. Reg. 41,552, 41,558 0992). 
53. See id. at 41,554. 
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result. ~ A rule o f  per se legality creates an irrebuttable presumption that 
when certain conditions occur, an anticompetitive effect is very unlikely 
to result. 

A. The Benefits  and Costs o f  Per  Se Standards " 

I f  accurate calculations o f  actual net economic impact could be 
performed costlessly, there would be little reason to consider alternative 
legal standards. The antitrust laws could simply forbid any joint venture 
access rule that produced a negative net economic impact. This would 
be a fully-specified and unconditional decision-making standard. Since 
low-cost, perfectly reliable calculations o f  net economic impact are not 
generally available, the choice among legal standards becomes an 
important and complex issue. This complexity is reflected in the tension 
and confusion regarding the choice and application o f  per se rules and 
the rule o f  reason. 

The benefit  o f  a per se rule involves the reduction in legal process 
costs relative to the potential for error introduced by truncating the 
analysis. By  eliminating the need to p r o v e  (or disprove) certain 
allegations with factual evidence, a per se rule reduces the legal process 
costs o f  the court and the litigants, relative to a nile o f  reason standard. 
However ,  assuming that more information improves accuracy, per se 
rules should lead to more error - -  error that is costly to society, ss In 
economic  terms, per se rules  are appropriate when the likelihood and 
social cost o f  erroneous outcomes are low relative to the difficulty and 
cost  o f  gathering further information and then making a decision? ~ 

54. See Krattenmaker, supra note 51, at 166, 170-72. 
55. Some conunentators argue that per se rules are necessary because cour~ make 

frequent errors applying h~e rule of reason. See, e.g., Frank H. Easterbrook, Vertical 
Arrangements and the Rule of  Reason, 53 ANTITRUST L.J. 135,167 (1984). If courts are 
unable to apply the rule of reason accurately, then per se rules become more attractive. 

56. See Warren F. Schwartz, An Overview of the Economics of Antitrust Enforcement, 
63 GEO. L.J. 1075, 1087-90 (1980); Isaac Erlich &Richard A. Posner, An Economic 
Analysis of  Legal Rulemaking, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 257, 272-74 (1974); William M. Landes, 
Sequential Versus Unitary Trials: An Economic Analysis, 22 J. LEGAL STUD. 99, 100-01 
(1993); C. Frederick Beckner, III& Steven C. Salop, Issue Sequencing and Summary 
Disposition in an Efficient Legal Process 27-32 (1994) (unpublished manuscript, on file 
with authors). Consi~ier, for example, the case of the per se rule condemning naked price 
fixing (joint pricing that lacks an efficiency justification). The economic rationale for 
denying the defendant the ability to demonsh-ate lack ofaaticompetifive effect is the belief 
that the likely benefit from joint price setting is small or nonexistent when compared to the 
likely harm to consumers, See FTC v. Superior Court Trial Lawyers Ass'n, 493 U.S. 411, 
423-25 (1990). The decision calculus changes significantly when there arc plaasibie (and 
cognizable) efficiency justifications for joint pricing. In this situation, the presumption that 
consumer welfare will be harmed is weakened or eliminated and the potential harm from 
false decisions rises a~ordingly. See NCAA v. Board of Regents of the Univ. of 
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Therefore, it is not surprising that one hallmark of  per,se rules is that 
they typically cover situations in which the Court feels it has great 
expefience.S~ 

The distinction between the rule of  reason and per se rules is not as 
sharp as might first appear. At a minimum, the basic facts of  a case must 
be determined before one can decide which standard to apply. The 
proper mix of  presumption and case-specific fact gathering lies along a 
continuum and varies among casasJ 8 As courts have come to appreciate 
this point, the operational distinction between rule of  reason and per se 
antitrust decisions has become less clear over timeJ 9 

In designing the optimal legal standard, one key question is whether 
the legal process can be productively shortened by focusing on certain 
issues that are most significant in gauging the likelihood that a restraint 
will have a positive or negative net economic impact. 6° For example, the 
finding in BMI v. CBS, Inc. that significant efficiency benefits likely 
would flow from joint pricing reduced the likelihood of  negative net 
economic impact, 6~ Thus, it was inappropriate to shorten the decision- 
making process by condemning the blanket license per se, that is, 
without actually requiring the plaintiff to prove anticompetitive effect. 

Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 112 (1984); BMI v. CBS, Inc., 441 U.S. I, 20-21 (1979); 
Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 36 {1977). 

57. This basic economic approach is reflected in a number of judicial decisions 
regarding per se standards ofillegality. See, e.g., Jefferson Parish Hospital No. 2 v. Hyde, 
466 U.S. 2, 15 n.25 ( i 984) ("The rr~ionalo forper se rules in part is to avoid a burdensome 
inquiry into actual market conditions in situations where the likelihood of anticompetitive 
conduct is so great as to render unjustified the costs of determining whether the particular 
case at bar involves anticompetitive conduct."); Continental Z V., 433 U.S. at 50 n. 16 ("Per 
se rules thus require the Court to make broad generalizations about',he social utility of 
particular commercial practices . . . .  Cases that do not fit the generalization may arise, but 
a per se rule reflects the judgment that such cases are not sufficiently common or important 
to jnstify the time and expense necessary to identify them."). 

58. See, e.g., Thomas E. Kauper, The Sullivan Approach to Horizontal Restraints, 75 
CAL. L. REV. 893, 903-05 (1987). 

59. The issues considered under the rule of reason are also considered in deciding 
whether to apply a per se role. As Justice Stevens wrote in introducing the quick look 
approach in NCAA: "Per se rules may require considerable inquiry int~market conditions 
before the evidence justifies a presumption of  anticompetitivv conduct." 468 U.S. at 104 
n.26. See also Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Technical Set'vs., Inc;, 504 U.S. 451,469 n. 15 
(1992) (noting that market definition, a central issue in assessing market power, sometimes 
involves an understanding of likely anticompetitive effects); Superior Court TrialLawyers 
Ass 'n, 493 U.S. at 434-35 & n. i 7; FTC v. Indiana F eal'n of Dentists, 476 U.S. 447, 460-61 
(1986) (holding direct evidence of harmful competitive effect"can obviate the need for an 
inquiry into market power, which is but a 'surrogate for detrimental effects'); NCAA, 468 
U.S. at 109; Jefferson Parish, 466 U.S. at 12-14 (holding that market power in tying 
product is an element of  per se tying claim) 

60. See, e.g., Frank H. Easterbrook, The Limits of  Antitrust, 63 TEX. L. REW. I, 39-40 
(1984). 

61. 441 u.s. 1,-20-21 (1979). 
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In United States v. Soco:~)-Vaeuum Oil Co., in contrast, the process was 
appropriately shortened in light o f  the absence of  a showing of  signifi- 
cant efficiency benefits. 6x 

B. Alternative Per Se Standards for Joint Venture Access Restraints 

The economic rationale for per se rules can be applied to the issue 
of  joint venture access rules. While joint venture access restraints can be 
evaluated factually under a rule of  reason inquiry, the inquiry can be 
foreshortened either by a standard of per se illegality or by a standard of  
per se legality. Courts have proposed a number o f  potential per se 
standards to govern exclusionary access rules, most notably in Northwest 
Wholesale Stationers, Inc. v. Pacific Stationery & Printing Co. 63 and the 
recent SCFC 1LC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc. 64 decision by the Tenth Circuit. 
We critique these various per se standards and set forth our recommen- 
dations for per se standards and a structured rule of  reason analysis when 
per se standards are inappropriate. 

1. Criticism of  Essential Input and Competitor Viability Standards 

Northwest Wholesale Stationers promulgates a per se standard based 
on the essentiality of  an input, while Visa promulgates a per se standard 
based on the viability of  competitors. Both standards involve the same 
economic issue: the importance of  the input to the competitive effective- 
ness of  the excluded applicants. These two standards are imprecise 
proxies for market power and they ignore the direct impact of  exclusion 
on the effectiveness o f  competition; 

a. The Northwest Wholesale Stationers Essential Input Rule of  Per Se 
Illegality 

According to Northwest Wholesale Stationers, exclusion is illegal 
per se if the input is "essential to effective competition. '~5 This rule is 
problematic in four key ways. First, it is not apparent that this rule is a 
short cut because essentiality is not defined. If  the excluded applicant 
can demonstrate that the effectiveness o f  competition is reduced by 
denial o f  access, that showing on its face demonstrates anticompetitive 
effect. Demonstrating anticompetitive effect is, o f  course, the rule of  
reason standard. Second, this rule is overinelusive. If  it is taken to mean 

62. 310 U.S. 150, 212-13 (1940). 
63. 472 U.S. 284 (1985). 
64. 36 F.3d 958 (10th Cir. 1994). 
65. 472 U.S. at 296-97. 
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that the input is essential to the excluded applicant, then the rule appears 
to ignore the potential for output market competition from firms other 
than the excluded applicants. Just because the input is essential for one 
applicant does not mean that it is essential for all. Third, the rule may be 
inappropriate for allegations o f  competitive harm other than the output 
market exclusion apparently alleged in Northwest Wholesale Stationers. 
Indeed, this limitation seems to have been recognized by the Court. 66 
Fourth, there is no clear provision for an efficiency defense in the 
Court ' s  statement o f  the ru leY 

b. The Competitor Viability Rule o f  Per Se Legality 

The Visa court took the position that if  an excluded firm can survive 
outside the joint venture, the access restriction should be legal. 6s This 
"compet i tor  viability" standard o f  per se legality would immunize the 
access restraints from the rule o f  reason inquiry. This rule o f  per se 
legality is problematic in three ways. First, as already discussed, the fact 
that the excluded applicant can survive in the market does not mean that 
the competition will be unaffected by the access restraint or that the joint 
venture lacks market power. Mere survival does not imply effective 
competition. 69 Thus, the rule permits access rules that harm competition. 
Second, the rule is backward-looking in its focus. The proposed rule 
focuses on the viability and success o f  the excluded applicant in the past, 
not on the likely impact o f  the access rule on prices and market competi- 
t ion in the future. Third, this rule o f  per  selegal i ty  largely ignores the 

66. :In discussing the theory that Northwest's intent was to punish Pacific for 
competing in the input market, the Court stated that this allegation should be evaluated 
under the rule ofresson, la~ at 296 n.7. Although recognized by the Court, this limitation 
may be ignored by others. 

67. Although the Court is ambiguous in its statement of the rule regarding the role of 
efficiency considerations, it seems doubtful that manyjoint venture access rules would be 
found illegal per se under the Court's overall approach in Northwezt Wholesale Stationers. 
This is because access restraints often raise efficiency rationales and such justifications 
likely would trigger a rule of reason inquiry. Id. at 296 ("Wholesale purchasing coopera- 
fives must establish and enforce reasonable rules in order to function effectively. Disclosure 
rules, such as the one on which Northwest relies, may well provide the cooperative with a 
needed means for monitoring the creditworthiness of its members."). This approach is not 
surprising. After all, if efficiency rationales for joint pricing (such as those considered in 
BMI v. CBS. Inc., 441 U.S. !, 23-24 (1979)) create the need for a rule of reason lrealment, 
there is no reason why concerted refusals to deal by a joint venture should be treated more 
harshly. 

68. Visa, 36 F.3d at 971. 
69. Even ifaccesstotheinputisnotabsulutely necessary for survival in the output 

market, denial of access may contribute significantly to competitive harm by disadvantaging 
an output market competitor. As discussed earlier, supra part II(A), the excluded 
applicant's alternative sources of inputs may be less efficient or more cosily. 
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fact that there are theories of  competitive harm other than disadvantaging 
output market competitors. 

2. Criticism of  Market Power Per Se Rules 

Northwest Wholesale Stationers states a rule of  per se illegality when 
a joint venture has market power or, as already discussed, the venture has 
"exclusive access to an element essential to effective competition. ''7° 
Some commentators and courts, including the Visa court, have suggested 
a rule of  per se legality when a joint venture lacks market power. To 
determine whether a joint venture has market power, the commentators 
recommend using a test based on an analysis o f  certain hypothetical 
mergers. The Visa court evaluated the market power of  the joint venture 
by measuring the concentration of  the individual members o f  the joint 
venture in the output market. We critique these different approaches in 
tum. 

a. The Northwest Wholesale Stationers Collective Market Rule o f  Per 
Se Illegality 

The Northwest Wholesale Stationers rule of  per se illegality for 
exclusionary access rules enforced by ventures with collective market 
power is flawed in a number of  ways. First, it does not state whether the 
relevant market power concept refers to the collective market power of  
the venture and its members in the input market, the output market or 
both. 7~ Second, it does not distinguish the relevant market power 
concept from the essentiality of  the input. Consequently, it might be 
thought that essentiality and market power in the input market are 
equivalent. Third, this per se rule may not even be a significant short 
cut. I f  market power is taken to mean that by excluding applicants the 
venture profitably can set output prices above the level that would 
otherwise prevail, then showing market power is equivalent to demon- 
strafing competitive harm in the output market under the rule of  reason. 
Fourth, as already discussed, Northwest Wholesale Stationers never 

70. 472 U.S. at 296-97. The Court actually stated these conditions in the negative, that" 
per se treatment would not be warranted unless one of these conditions were found. 

71. By collective market power in the output market, wc mean that the members ofth¢ 
venture could exercise market power by collective conduct through the venture. For 
example, expulsion of current members could allow pricos to rise above current levels. 
Similarly, exclusion of new applicants could prevent prices from falling. As discussed 
earlier, supra part II(A), in this latter case, the joint venture may have no power to raise 
prices above the current level because of current competition, yet still have the power to 
prevent prices from falling to a lower level. This is a variant of the Cellophane fallacy. See 
supra note 22. 
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makes it clear that the per se rule is inapplicable when the access 
restraint has valid efficiency justifications. 

b. Merger Tests of  Collective Market Power and Per Se Legality 

Some commentators and courts have suggested a standard of  per se 
legality when ventures and their members lack collective market power. 72 
Others have suggested merger-based variants of  this rule. 7~ The 
relationship between collective market power and competitive harm from 
exclusionary conduct is virtually tautological. I ra  group of  firms acting 
collectively can restrict access to their joint venture, and that exclusion 
leads to higher output prices than would occur absent the exclusion, then 
the group of  firms collectively has (exclusionary) market power. 

The measurement of  collective market power raises a number of  
subtle issues. First, a rule based only on the collective market share of 
members at current prices in the output market is flawed. Market share 
can overestimate or underestimate market power. For example, a market 
share standard igr.ores that ventures may be able to raise prices with 
conduct that facilitates pricing coordination with non-members. TM To 
account for these problems, the relevant standard cannot be limited to the 
collective market power of  the members of  the venture examined in 
isolation. Rather, at the least, it must focus also on the likely competitive 
impact of  a hypothe,*ical merger of  venture members. 

Second, even a merger-based standard can lead to erroneous 
conclusions if one ignores the distinction between exclusionary and 
classical market power. For example, the "usual" merger test would 
evaluate the potential upward effect on output prices of  a hypothetical 
merger of  the venture members in good standing. 75 ffthe venture passes 
this test (i.e., if there is no predicted price increase above the current 
level), then it is argued that the venture has no collective market power 
and, as a result, the venture should be permitted to restrict access. 

72. See, e.g., Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Arias Van Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 210, 229 
(D.C. Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1033 (1987). Easterbrcok, supranote 55, at 160- 
201. Easterbrook proposes a market power filter in the context of vertical restraints. 
Although Easterbrook~s proposal is posed as part of a role of  reason process, it similarly 
mates  an irrebuttable legal presumption oflack ofanticompetitive effect where there is no 
showing of  market power. 

73. See. e.g., Jorde & Teece, supra note 3, at 602-06; Carlton & Frankel, supra note 
40, at 643-44. These authors' tests are not equivalent and we discuss important distinctions 
between them shortly. 

74. This involves the distinction between the unilateral market power of a newly 
merged finn and the impact of a merger on the likelihood of pricing coordination. See 1992 
Horizontal Merger Guidelines, 57 Fed. Reg. 41,552, 41,558-61 (1992);supra note 26. 

75. See, e.g., Jorde & Teece, supra note 3, at 603-06. ,: 
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This reasoning is not correct. Even if the members in good standing 
cannot profitably raise prices by restricting their own outputs (i.e., even 
if they lack classical market power), that does not mean they cannot 
profit by exclusionary conduct. In particular, consider the case of 
exclusion of new applicants for membership. If one simply asks whether 
a merger of existing venture members in good standing would raise 
prices, that standard would be irrelevant in evaluating allegations that the 
exclusionary access rule will disadvantage more efficient competitors 
and thereby prevent the output price from falling. Current competition 
may prevent prices from rising, but it obviously would be unable to force 
prices down below the current level. 7~ 

In order to evaluate exclusionary market power, one can use a 
hypothetical merger test that differs from the usual merger test. Our test 
gauges the impact of  a hypothetical merger of  an expanded group of 
competitors, consisting of both members in good standing and those 
applicants excluded by the restrictive access rule." If this hypothetical 
merger falls to increase prices, relative to maintaining competition 
among this expanded group of competitors, one can then predict that the 
exclusion of low cost potential members will not increase price. 

To see the difference between our merger test and the usual one, 
consider a joint venture with five members that refuses membership to 
a sixth finn. In thiscase, our merger test would calculate the price that 
results from a hypothetical merger of  the six competitors and would 
compare that price to the price that results when all six finns compete as 
members of the joint venture. In contrast, the usual merger test 
calculates the price that results from a merger only of the five original 
venturers, assuming that the sixth finn is not a member, and compares 
that price to the initial price (i.e., the one that results when the five finns 
compete as members of the joint venture with the sixth finn outside the 
joint venture). The usual merger test is flawed because it ignores the 
potential competitive impact of  the membership of the sixth finn. 

To see the flaw, consider the following. Suppose the entry of the 
sixth finn into the venture causes price to fall from $5 to $4. Suppose 
further that a merger of all six firms would le,~d to a price of $10, but that 
a merger of  the five firms, with the sixth finn outside the venture, would 
leave the price unchanged at $5. This could occur if, for example, the 
sixth finn's cost plummets when it enters the joint venture, but remains 

76. Exclusionary market power permits the venture to maintain prices at the current 
elevated level, even if the venture lacks the classical market power to raise prices above that 
level. See supra note 22. 

77. There are other possible merger tests that also avoid the flaw associated with the 
usual merger test. See Carlton & Frankel, supra note 40 at 643-44. We discuss their test 
infra note 78. 
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close to $5 when it is outside the venture. Then, the venture would pass 
the usual merger test (comparing $5 to $5), hut fail our merger test 
(comparing $1 0 to $4). 7s 

c. Visa's Membership Concentration Rule of  Per Se Legality 

The Visa court adopted a rule of  per se legality based on the market 
shares of  the individual members of  the venture in the output market. It 
held, in effect, that a venture cannot have collective market power if the 
membership is unconcentrated. 79 This rule is inconsistent with economic 
logic and current case law. s° 

The logical error of  this standard is easy to spot. Access restrictions 
are adopted collectively by the venture. As a result, the venture can 
utilize its collective market power in promulgating and enforcing an 
anticompetitive access rule even if individual members of  the venture 

7g. One can state these tests and their relationships in symbolic terms as follows. 
Define situation A as [he six firms competing as joint venture members, situation A' as the 
six firms merging, situation B as the five firms competing as joint venture members with 
the sixth excluded finn competing outside the joint venture, and situation B' as the five 
finns merging while the sixth firm competes outside the joint venture. Denote the predicted 
market price in situation A as P(A), the predicted price in situation A'  as P(A'), and so 
forth." Given these definitions, the rule of reason would compare P(A) and P(B); exclusion 
would be anticompetitive if  P(B) > P(A). The usual merger test isflawed because it 
ignores P(A). This is why the usual merger test is insufficient for gauging exclusionary 
market power. 

Falling our proposed merger test involves a showing that P(A') > P(A), whereas falling 
the usual merger test involves a showing that P(B') > P(B). The relationships among the 
tests are as f o l l o ~ :  Ifajoint venture passes our proposed merger test, it also will pass the 
usual merger test under the following assumptions: P(A') > P(A), P(B') > P(B), P(B) 
P(A), P(A') ~ P(B'). However, a venture may pass the usual merger test but fall our merger 
test. Passing our test implies that the access restriction is not anticompetitive (i.e. P(B) < 
P(A)). Passing the usual merger test does not imply this, which is why that test is flawed. 

Carlton and Frankel propose a merger test that gives results similar to this test. Their 
test compares a hypothetical merger of the five firms to competition among all six firms. 
See Carlton & Frankcl, supra note 40, at 643-44. Failing the Carlton-Frankel test involves 
a showing that P(B') > P(A). Passing the Carlton-Frankel test implies that the access 
restriction is not anticompetitive. If  a joint venture passes our proposed merger test, it also 
will pass the Carlton-Frankel test under reasonable assumptions. However, passing the 
Carlton-Frankel test does not imply that our test will be passed. Therefore, our merger test 
is less permissive than the Cadton-Frankel test and would fall to idemify certain transactions 
as untroubling even though the Carlton-Frankel test would correctly identify such 
transactions asuntroubling. However, our testmay be somewhateasier to implament than 
the Carlton-Frankel test in certain cases. 

79. See SCFC ILC, Inc. v. Visa USA, Inc., 36 F.3d 958, 968~59 (10th Cir. 1994). 
80. See FTC v. Indiana Fed'n of Dent/sts, 476 U.S. 447, 449 (1986} (striking down 

concerted refusal to deal by organization comprising g5% of Indiana dentists); FTC v. 
Superior Court Trial Lawyers Ass'n, 493 U.S. 4 ! l, 415 (I 990) (striking down concerted 
action of  !,200 lawyers, of whom 100 regularly represented clients). 
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each have no marke t  power and the membership is unconcentrated. 
Evaluation o f  collective market power therefore is relevant. As 
discussed earlier, e v e n  i f  the joint venture membership is 
unconcentrated, so that individual members lack unilateral market 
power, expulsion of  current members may harm consumers by raising 
output prices and exclusion o f  new competitors may harm consumers by 
preventing these prices from falling, sm 

C. Per  Se Standards and the Structured Rule o f  Reason 

The advantage o f  per se rules is that they can lead to swift and 
relatively error-free decisions in many cases, s2 We are generally 
sympathetic to the goals o f  per se rules and so per se standards based on 
collective market power have some appeal. For example, a per se 
standard of  legality based on our merger test for lack of  collective market 
power appears reasonable. Consider a hypothetical semiconductor input 
joint venture of  three small computer companies that collectively have 
a 3% share of  an unconcentrated computer market and of  semiconductor 
production. I f  this joint venture were to expel one member with a 1% 
market share o f  the computer market, the loss of  output is likely to be 
met with offsetting expansion of  other computer competitors, with no 
significant increase in price, s3 Similarly, i f  the venture and i tsmembers 
have collective market  power in both the input and output markets and 
if  there are no efficiency or competitive justifications for the denial o f  
access, little would be lost by enjoining the denial o f  access through a 
standard of  per se illegally, u 

However,  the application o f  per se ru les  in many cases will be 
neither simple nor error-free, for three main reasons. First, some per se 
rules of  illegality will apply to few, if  any, cases. Many cases of  access 
restrictions that raise anticompetitive concerns will also raise efficiency 
justifications that are at least plausible. Where valid efficiency claims 
are made, it is necessary to balance benefits against harms in order to 
reduce the likelihood o f  error. Since this balancing requires rule of  
reason evaluation, few joint venture access cases could be decided via 

8 !. See supra part II(B)(I). There we also show that low market concentration in the 
overall output market can be probative of the absence of probable anticompetitive effect in 
certain cases. 

82. In this section, we focus on the legal analysis of output market exclusion. 
Analogous reasoning would apply to the evaluation of legal standards dealing with 
allegations of input market exclusion or allegations of supporting pricing coordination. 

83. In addition, on these facts, the expelled member likely would be able to find other 
cost-effective sources of semiconductors. A similar result would obtain if the joint venture 
were to exclude a new applicant that predictably would garner a market share of only le/'~ 

84. Proof of antitrust injury suffered by the plaintiffshould also be required. 
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the per se standard of  illegality. Second, some proposed per se rules may 
not really involve much o f  a reduction in the needed amount of  analysis. 
For example, determining that a hypothetical merger would not harm 
competition can be quite complicated. Although one could label our 
merger test as a per se rule, that label would not be particularly informa- 
tive ifcousiderable detailed analysis is required by the test. Third, other 
per se rules such as those proposed by some courts could entail signifi- 
cant error costs. For example, we see no role for per se rules based on 
essentiality or viability. Depending on their exact definitions, these 
concepts may be probative for establishing (or rebutting) claims that the 
venture has market power in the input or output markets. However, 
these are at best imperfect pror~es for market power and in any event are 
not necessarily good indicators of  anticompetitive effect. "lTtus, they 
should not by themselves form the I~asis o f  a per se rule. 

Similarly, as we have discussed in detail, per se rules that use a 
measure o f  concentration based on tile market shares of  individual 
members o f  a joint venture can fail to identify collective market power 
and can lead to error in many cases. For example, the test may not be 
relevant for evaluating allegations that the exclusion will prevent price 
decreases. 

When our proposed per se rules cannot be applied without risking 
significant error, we recommend using our economic framework to apply 
a structured rule of  reason standard that contains three elements. 8s First, 
the plaintiff must state a logically consistent and plausible claim of  
anticompetitive harm and antitrust injury. Second, the court should 
determine whether the alleged anficompetitive harm is likely to be 
significant. Third, the court should evaluate the magnitude o f  any 
efficiency or other competitive benefits claimed for the access restric- 
tions and balance them against the magnitude o f  any anticompetifive 
harm. 

The decision on how to perform the balancing in a complicated rule 
of  reason case should depend on how error-prone a decision is likely to  
be and the welfare consequences of  potential errors. In this regard, the 
cost o f  error includes the precedential effect of  the decision on the 
operation o f  other ventures, as well as the decision's effect on the 
venture at issue. It also includes the likelihood that market entry will 

85. Applying the rule ofreason c~  also lead to en'oneous decisions. SeeEastmbrook, 
supranote 55, at 153-55. Our analytic approach shou|d lower theerror costs for both types 
of rules. However, if courts are unable to apply our structured rule of reason without 
committing serious errors, then expanded use of per se standards may be apprepdate. 
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quickly correct erroneous decisions. ~ As a result, courts may choose to 
tip the balance in close cases. 87 

Analysis under this structured rule of  reason should not mean that 
every joint venture access matter will involve endless fact finding, as 
might be imagined from the exhaustive and unstructured list of  factors 
set out in Chicago Board of  Trade. 88 Instead, the inquiry should be 
focused and structured around the specific theories of  competitive harm 
and efficiency benefits set out in this article, s9 Moreover, balancing 
often will be unnecessary in many cases, the structured rule of  reason 
can be carried out in the now-proverbial "twinkling of an eye. '~° In such 
cases, as we have already discussed, there is no practical difference 
between a per se rule and a structured rule of  reason. 

For example, in some cases in which there is evidence of  a signifi- 
cant anticompetitive harm, the claimed efficiency and protection of 
competition benefits of  the access rule provisions will turn out to be 
pretextual or clearly achievable by other access provisions that would not 
lead to anticompefitive harms. In other cases, analysis will indicate that 
there is no competitive/.harm from exclusionary access rules, even 
ignoring any efficiency or other competitive benefits. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This article provides an analytic framework for evaluating the 
competitive impact of  exclusionary access rules adopted by input joint 
ventures. This framework involves the identification and ew, hiation of  
potential efficiency and other competitive benefits of  such rul~, as well 
as the potential competitive harms that exclusionary access rules can 
create. 

There are two main efficiency benefits - -  reducing costs and 
creating investment incentives to develop products - -  and a protection 
of  competition benefit, that may result from the use of  exclusionary 
access rules. These rules may also cause three types of  competitive 

86. A particul& ~ concern with the network joint ventures that are one focus of  this 
article is that many have economies of scale and sunk costs that reduce the likelihood of 
entry by rival networks. 

87. For example, Carlton and Frankel argue that courts face inevitable difficulties in 
unders~ding how particular rules affect the operating efficiency of  joint ventures. See 
Carlton & Frankel, supra note 14, at 909-10. In light of  this, they conclude that courts 
should be wary of  intervening and therefore should give the benefit of  the doubt to 
efficiency justifications in close cases, ld. 

88. Board of  Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231,238 (1918). 
89. See supra part II. 
90. NCAA v. Board of  Regents ofthe Univ. of  OHahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 110 n.39 

(i 984) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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harm: exclusion from the output market; exclusion from the input 
market; and support of collusive activity. Finally, this Article has 
specified evidence that can be used to evaluate both the benefits and the 
harms. 

We distinguish between two legal procedures for evaluating the net 
competitive impact of  particular access standards. In applying the 
structured rule of reason courts would carry out the investigation of the 
competitive benefits and harms using the analytic framework and 
concepts formulated here. Per se standards, however, sometimes may be 
appropriate in order to decrease the cost of the legal decision-making 
process without leading to excessively erroneous outcomes: In the many 
cases where per se standards are not appropriate, courts should use our 
analysis and the key factual issues we identify as part of a more focused 
and structured rule of  reason calculus. 

In applying our framework, it is imperative that plaintiffs state their 
claims of  anticompetitive effect wiff, specificity in order to identify the 
proof needed. For courts to streamline litigation, deter cases that lack 
consumer injury, and carry out a proper and focused analysis, they must 
have knowledge of the particular anficompetitive theory relied upon. 

This approach should not lead to a flood of  litigation with endless 
fact finding. The likelihood of litigation and the amount of fact-finding 
will not depend upon the label one attaches to the analysis, but upon how 
consistently courts strike the balance between harms and benefits of 
intervention in deciding cases, and the economic framewo~.k they use to 
determine whether (and how) to evaluate the relevant evidence. 
However that balance is struck, the economic framework we have 
proposed is the fight one to use. 




